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Berger (Proc. London Moth. Sot. (3) 42 (1981), 59-86) gave a method for deter- 
mining :“F*, where :r is a Fitting class obeying certain conditions. In particular he 
showed that 4 could be determined by certain transfer normal Fitting pairs. This 
provided for the first time a method for actually determining whether or not a 
particular group G was a member of the class %*, a class whose existence was 
predicted in a theoretical manner not amenable to actual computation. In this 
paper we present an example of a class % where %* cannot be determined using 
Berger’s transfer normal Fitting pairs. This example provides important limitations 
on the power of Berger’s methods, and suggests how Berger’s theorem should be 
strengthened. In order to build this example it was necessary to construct new 
techniques, similar to those of Dark (Math. Z. 127 (1972), 145-156), but differing 
in that more than one generating group can be used, and these may have arbitrary 
p-groups acting at the top instead of just cyclic group of order p. Since techniques 
for the construction of examples are extremely important in Fitting class theory, the 
general techniques developed here are probably of greater value than the specific 
example for which they were constructed. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
DEFINITION 1. A Fitting class is a class of groups which is closed under 
normal product, and taking normal subgroups. 
That is 
(a) If HaGEX then HEX. 
(b) If G=H,H, with Hi~X, HidG, for i=l, 2 then GE%” also. 
DEFINITION 2. If X is a Fitting class, and G is any finite group, we 
define the X-radical G, of G to be the unique maximal subnormal 
subgroup of G belonging to I. 
Note that, if X is a Fitting class and H 4 G, then H, = H n G,. 
The following result is well known, see, for example [2, (l.lb)]. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Zf G E X’, and G has a composition factor of order p, then 
all p-groups are in 57. 
Since the intersection of Fitting classes is a Fitting class, one can define 
Fitt(G), the smallest Fitting class containing the group G. A determination 
of Fitt(G) for arbitrary G appears to be an extremely hard problem. The 
structure of Fitt(Sym(3)), for example, has been sought for over 2 decades 
and remains as elusive as ever. 
Dark’s great contribution [6] to the theory of Fitting classes are his 
examples. These are constructed by imposing certain rather stringent 
conditions on a generating group G. While Fitt(G) is still not known, the 
groups in Fitt(G) all have a section which can be easily characterized. 
Furthermore, the class of all groups with a section of this type forms a 
Fitting class, the Dark class generated by G, which is closely related to 
Fitt(G). 
Dark classes have proved to be a very fruitful source of examples of 
unusual behaviour in Fitting classes. The idea has been applied in many 
different ways since the original paper was published. 
One of the more general constructions of this type [S], due to Bryce, 
Cossey, and Ormerod, imposes the following conditions on G: 
l G is comonolithic, and G = (x) T: where T= G-‘-. 
l 1x1 =p, and T is a p’-group. 
l T is monolithic, and the monolith is non-central. 
0 Let G, be a natural image of G in Aut( T). Suppose that G, !Z G is 
another subgroup of Aut(T), and suppose that G, and G, form a normal 
product. Then G,, = G,. 
DEFINITION 4. Let Y c X with 3” and 0%’ Fitting classes. We will say 
that C4’ is normal in 57 if for all finite groups G, 
[G, G,] GG,. 
We note that, if ?Vr and %$ are both normal in 3, then %Yr n ?Y1 is also 
normal in 3”. This applies to arbitrary collections also. Hence, there must 
exist a unique Fitting class which is the minimal Fitting class normal in 37. 
DEFINITION 5. We call the unique smallest Fitting class normal in 
x, %“*. 
Lockett [ 141 was able to show, among other things, that X* = Z”.. . 
The following construction is very useful in the study of no*rmality of 
Fitting classes. 
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DEFINITION 6. A Fitting pair (f, A) on a Fitting class X consists of a 
possibly infinite group A, which without loss of generality we may assume 
is abelian, together with a collection of group homomorphisms fG: G + A 
defined for every group GE ,!E so that, if CL: H + G is any subnormal 
monomorphism, then fc 0 CI = fH. 
If (f, A) is a Fitting pair on the Fitting class 57, then we can define, a 
Fitting class ??4 <X by GE d%Y e fG = 1. It is also true (see [ 131) that given 
any Fitting class CY which is normal in S, then there exists a Fitting pair 
on CE which gives rise to C?Y in this way. 
When constructing powerful Fitting pairs, especially those of transfer 
type, it is common to define the Fitting pair in terms of its action on 
p-elements only. It is then necessary to generalize this to action on all 
elements, and verify that a Fitting pair results. This process has been 
formalized in [9] by the following definition: 
DEFINITION 7. A pFitting pair (pronounced with a silent “p”) acting on 
a Fitting class X’, is a collection of homomorphisms ftc,PJ: P + A, into a 
fixed possibly infinite group A, which is indexed by the pairs (G, P) where 
P d GE 5!““, and P is a p-group; so that for all injections CC H + G with 
Q” d P and H” ad G we have 
fGPPQ=fvf,QP 
The following is proved in [9]: 
PROPOSITION 8. Zf the collection fcG,p, is a pFitting pair on X, Mle can 
extend it to a Fitting pair on 3 by defining 
./-o(g) =fcc, <&@)kJ. 
While Lausch was able to show that every Fitting class normal in X can 
be described in terms of Fitting pairs, unfortunately this Lausch group 
construction does not provide a means of actually computing T* for a 
given class X. This is the objective of an important theorem of Berger [2]. 
In [Z], Berger gives a condition for the smallest Fitting class 5!‘* in 3 to 
be determined by certain transfer normal Fitting pairs defined on a larger 
class 9. The main theorem of that paper is as follows. Note that it has been 
re-organized in an effort to make it more easily understood. 
Let X be a Fitting class. Let S be a finite group, and let p be a prime. 
DEFINITION 9. We say that S obeys Berger’s criterion in X for prime p, 
if whenever S ~9 G E 5? and x E N&S) is a p-element, then (x) S E X. 
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THEOREM 10 (Berger). If 3” is a Fitting class so that, zfp is prime, and 
T/EX\,!& is comonolithic MGth U= (x)& S= II-“., and 1x1 =pk, then S 
obeys Berger’s criterion in !X for p; then 35* is determined by a collection of 
transfer normal Fitting pairs as defined in [2]. 
Unfortunately, we cannot use the theorem in the form stated to compute 
Z* since X* appears in the conditions of the theorem. For computational 
purposes it is necessary to use a slightly weaker condition on S which does 
not require us to know ?K* in advance. 
DEFINITION 11. We say that S is an irreducible base for X and prime p, 
if, for PES~I~ (Aut(S)), and for Q = (PS),n P, we have Q# QfocQred 
where we define the groups Qfoc and Qred, the focal and reducing subgroups 
of Q to be 
Qfoc= (xy-’ / x, yEQ; x-y in Aut(S)) 
This enables us to give a slightly weaker but more applicable version of 
Bergers theorem as follows: 
THEOREM 12 (Berger). If .CE is a Fitting class so that every irreducible 
base S for class 3 and prime p obeys Berger’s criterion in X for p, then & 
is determined by a collection of transfer normal Fitting pairs as defined 
in [2]. 
This distinction between the two versions of the theorem is not very clear 
in [2]. 
An example of a class 5? which does not obey the conditions of Theorem 
12 has been given recently by Brison (see [3]). In this paper Brison shows 
that the class 977, for example, contains irreducible bases which do not 
obey Berger’s criterion. It is clear however that the original stronger 
version (our Theorem 10) does apply to this class. 
In this paper we will give, for the first time (outside the author’s doctoral 
thesis) an example of a class $?” where X* cannot be determined using 
Berger’s transfer normal Fitting pairs, even in their most general form. In 
order to build this example we will need to extensively modify the construc- 
tion of Dark so that it will accomodate multiple generators with non- 
abelian p-groups acting at the top. The construction that follows is quite 
general, and can be potentially applied to produce many other kinds of 
examples of pathological behaviour in Fitting classes. Examples are 
extremely important in Fitting class theory, and the general construction 
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given here is probably of greater value than the specific example for which 
it was derived. 
The shortcomings in Berger’s theorem and in the transfer normal Fitting 
pairs which our example will reveal have lead the author to develop 
stronger Fitting pairs and a stronger version of Berger’s theorem. This will 
be the subject of a subsequent paper. 
2. A FITTING CLASS CONSTRUCTION 
2.1. Definitions and Statement of Theorem 
Let p be prime, and let rt and cr be disjoint sets of primes, neither 
containing p. 
Let 
S= {(xi, Pi) I w ere h the Xi are non-isomorphic finite 
groups, and where each Pi < Aut(X,) is a p-group 
which is strongly closed in a Sylow p-subgroup of 
AUt(Xi) I 
We now define our candidate for a Fitting class as follows: 
DEFINITION 13. Let 
9 = {G 1 GE YgYn$, PE Syl,(G), On’(Op’(G/O,(G))) s 
@r= 1 XEi, P < NG(Xai), the action of P on XUi is 
conjugate in Aut(X,J to a subgroup of P,,}. 
Note that the direct sum above could possibly be trivial. 
We now give conditions on our set S so that 9 is indeed a Fitting class. 
While the conditions that follow seem rather specialized, they are designed 
to be used with specific construction techniques which make them easy to 
verify. 
Condition 1. For all i, if P Q Pi then PX,E 9, where PXj denotes the 
semidirect product. 
We will shortly prove that this condition is sufficient o ensure that 9 is 
closed under taking normal subgroups. 
The radicals O&Xi) play an important role in our construction, 
analogous to the role played by the non-central monolith in the construc- 
tion of Dark. To simplify the notation we will call Ti = 0,(X,) from now 
on. 
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Condition 2. For all i, if c( is a p-automorphism of Xi with [X,, a] < Tj, 
then 01 is conjugate to an element of Pi in Aut(X,). 
This condition will ensure that only the action of p-automorphisms 
modulo Ti is important. 
Condition 3. For all i, C,(T,) = 1. 
Condition 4. If @t= 1 T,z, a T, for some choice of embedding, then 
IZ = 1. In other words, each Ti can contain only trivial direct sums of 
other Tj. 
Condition 5. If Wd Xi then either Wd Tj or W2 Ti. 
Condition 6. If XiXj is a normal product, then either it is direct, or 
Ti = Tj. 
The previous four conditions will enable us to use the groups Ti in much 
the same role as the non-central monolith in Dark’s construction. 
The next condition is a rather complicated verification of normal 
product closure in an automorphism group. 
Condition 7. If (QiXi)(QjXj) . 1s a normal product embedded in A&(T) 
satisfying the conditions 
1. TrInn(T)= Ti= Tj 
2. Qj is p-group which acts on Xi as a subgroup of Aut(X,) which is 
conjugate to a subgroup of Pi. 
3. Q, is p-group which acts on Xj as a subgroup of Aut(X,) which is 
conjugate to a subgroup of Pi. 
4. QiQj is a normal product, hence a p-group. 
5. Xi=OR’(OP’(Q,X,/O,(Q,Xi))) 
6. Xi= O”‘(Op’(QjXj/On(QjXj))), 
then XiXjg X, for some k, and Q = QiQj acts on X, as a subgroup of 
Aut(X,) which is conjugate to a subgroup of P,. 
Since this last condition, complicated though it is, involves a property of 
a specific group, it can, in principle, always be verified in finite time. 
If we have all of the above, then we can generate a Fitting class, as the 
following theorem indicates: 
THEOREM 14. If S= ((Xi, P,)} . 1s a set of pairs of groups as described 
earlier, and if S obeys all of the conditions above, then 9 defined from S is 
a Fitting class. 
In the following sections we shall prove the theorem stated above. There 
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are, of course, two parts to the proof-subnormal closure and normal 
product closure. First however, we will prove some preliminary lemmas 
which will reduce the complexity of the remainder of the proof. 
2.2. Preliminary Lemmas 
LEMMA 15. Let GEY~P,SP,$, then GE~QGG/O,,(G)E~. 
ProoJ: Let PE SyI,(G). We will let a bar denote the images resulting 
from the natural homomorphism with kernel O,,(G). 
Then by our definition GE 9 iff OK’(OP’(G/O,(G))) z ei X,, where each 
Xai is normalized 
subgroup of P,;. 
Also GE9 iff 
by P and P/C,(XJ is conjugate in A6t(X,,) to a 
where each XEj is normalized by P, and where the natural image of P in 
Aut(Xxj) is conjugate to a subgroup of Pai. 
Now we note that O,.(G) =0,,,(G) as GEY~Y~$, hence 
Also 
O,,(G) n P d C,Waji) 
and hence under the natural identification, we have that 
as isomorphism group of XXl. The result now follows from the defini- 
tions. 1 
As a result of this lemma we will be able to assume that O,.(G) = 1 for 
our groups G, in the remainder of the proof. Note that if Hd G then the 
above result also implies that 
HE9 - Woo,(G)) E 9 
H ci 
O,,W) - O,,(G) 
LEMMA 16. Let H~GEY~Y~Y~, and assume that O,,(G)=l. Let 
P E Syl,( G), and let K = POP’*rr’( G). Then 
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(a) Op’.n’(K) = Op’,n’(G) 
(b) OP(K) = OP’,“(K), and hence OP’(K) = K and OK’(K)= 
OP(K) = K-‘< 
(c) GE%‘*KE~ 
(d) Op’7n’(H) = OP’.x’(Hn K) 
(e) HE~-H~KE~. 
Proof. (a) It is clear that Op’,K’(K) a Op’,r’(Gj. We will show that 
their quotient is a n’-group, and hence, as Orr’(OP’,n’(G)) = OJ”,K’(G), the 
two groups must be equal. 
Let d be the natural map from G to G/O,(G). Then 
&Op’zn’(K)) = &Op’,n’(PO@*n’(G))) = Op’.*‘(q4(P) On’(OP’(qd(G)))) 
= Op’3”‘(q5(P) Op(Op’(4(G)))) = Op’,a’(Op’(q5(G))) 
= Op’-“‘(d(G)) = qS(Op’,n’(G)), 
where we used respectively the definition of K, the behaviour of residuals 
under epimorphism, the fact that the image of 4 is in YXYp, and elementary 
properties of residuals in combination, and under multiplication with 
Sylow subgroups. Hence, as the kernel of 4 is a c-group, the quotient 
Op’,d(G)/Op’,s’(K), is also a o-group, and hence is a rc’-group, as claimed 
earlier. Equality, and the first result, now follow. 
(b) Now since Op’,n’(K) = 0 “‘.“‘(G) has index in K which is a power 
of p, it follows that 0 P’.“‘(K) = Op( K). The remaining facts follow trivially 
from this. 
(c) We can prove part (c) by applying the results of the first two 
parts to the definition of 9. 
(d) It is clear that OP’2R’(Hn K) a OP’,n’(H). Now note that 
HnK=HnPO “‘3”‘(G) 2 (Pn H) Op’*n’(H). 
Hence 
by applying the first result to the group H. 
(e) Note that P n HE Syl,(H) and P n HE SyI,(H n K). Now if we 
apply the first result to H and H n K, respectively, we obtain 
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We can now complete the argument by appealing to the last part of the 
lemma. 
We have now proved all parts of the lemma. 1 
Using these two lemmas we can greatly simplify the proof that 9 is a 
Fitting class. This idea is expressed in a precise form in the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 17. (a) To show that H s G E 9 =z- HE 52, it is enough to 
prove the result in the special case that O,,(G) = 1, OP’(G) = G, and 
O”‘(G) = OP(G) = G”‘. 
(b) To show that G = H, H,, Hi a G, Hi E 9 * GE 9, it is enough to 
prove that the result holds in the special case when 0,. (G) = 1, Op’(G) = G, 
and On’(G) = OP(G) = G”‘r. 
ProoJ Assume that the results hold under the special conditions above. 
We must show that they hold in general. 
(a) Let H d G E 9. We wish to show that HE 9. Let G = G/O,,(G), 
so that 
H=H%(G) N H H =- 
O,,(G) - HnO,,(G) O,.(H)’ 
Now GEM = GE 9, by Lemma 15. Let PESJI,(G), so that Pn RE 
Syl,(@. Let a= POli’(OP’(G)). By Lemma 16, I?E~ and O,,(K) = 1, 
O@(R) = K, OR’(R) = Op(I?) = K-“<. Also Rn R_a R, hence we may apply 
our special case result to conclude that Rn RE 9. By Lemma 16 this 
implies that RE 9, and by Lemma 15 we conclude that HE 9. 
(b) Let G = HI H,, Hi d G, Hi E 9. Let G = G/O,.(G). Hence 
R, = HiOn, ” Hi 
’ O,,(G) 0,’ (HiI 
and by Lemma 15 Hi E 9, Ri g C, RI R2 = G. Now let FE Syl,(G), and 
let K=BOX’(Op’(G)). Then Rin KII$ and using Lemma 16 Ri~2?+- 
Ai n RE 9%. We now show that 
(ITI n K)(R2 n K) = R 
This follows from Lemma 16, as 
R= FOn’(OP’(G)) = (Fn IF,)(Pn &) OA’(Op’(R,)) O”‘(Op’(R2)) 
= (Pn IF,) Ox’(Op’(Rl n R))(Pn IT*) Oz’(Op’(R2 n R)) 
d (R, n R)(R2 n K). 
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Thus R= (Rn iZ,)(EnA,), where by Lemma 16, (Kn itj)E6S, Rn 
RA K, O,.(R) = 1, OP(K) = K, and On’(K) = OP(K) = fl..‘.. It follows by 
our special case result that EE $2. Lemma 16 now tells us that GES~, and 
Lemma 15 now confirms that G E 9 as desired. 1 
2.3. Subnormal Closure 
In this section we will verify that 9 is closed under taking subnormal 
subgroups. 
PROPOSITION 18. If Condition 1 holds then 9 is subnormally closed. 
ProoJ By Corollary 17, it is enough to show that HE 9, where 
GEM’, Ha,,, G, O,.(G) = 1, O@(G) = G, and Oz’(G) = OP(G) = G-“. Let 
P E Syl,( G). 
AS OP’(G)=G, it follows that [G:H] =p. Now O,(H)= 1, and hence 
OP’~~‘(H/O~(H)) z Op’,a’(H) a OP’,rr’(G) = OP(G) 
By the assumption that GE 9 we know that OP(G) z @ XFi., Let rcEi be the 
projection map to T? of this direct sum. Let YEi = TL,~(OP*~ (H)). We will 
show that Y,,<OP.z(H), and hence Op’,x’(H)g @ Y,.. 
Yz,=~,i(Op’*K’(H))=z~~(((PnH)OP’~”’(H))-~’~) 
=n,,([((PnH)Op’,“‘(H))-“, (PnH)OP’s”‘(H)]) 
= [x,,((,(Pn H) OP”R’(H))-,‘p), (P n H) Op’.E’(H)] < OP’(H) 
since (P n H) OP’,“‘(H) < OP’(H) A G. 
Thus Y,, = Ox’( Y,) d 0p’~~‘(H) as claimed, and hence Op’,n’(H) = $ YEi. 
We will now show that (Pn H) Y,,E 9, and the fact that HER will then 
follow directly from the definition. In order to do this, we shall relate 
(P n H) Y,, to (P n H)X,,. 
First note that 
(Pn H) OP’*“‘((Pn H)Xmz) 
(Pn H) OP’~“‘((Pn H)Xmi) @i+i Xm, 
= 
Oj+ixxj 
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Now we can use the fact that ok Xx, = Op’zn’(H) together with the first 
part of Lemma 16 to show that 
OP’,n’ (PnH) OkJ& 
( > 
Op’.a’((PnH)OP’~rr’(H)) @j+iXJIj = 
OjZi xcc, OjZi xq 
Op’3rr’(H) @j+i xm, 
= 
Ojfixx, ’ 
We have thus shown that 
(PnH)OP’~“‘((PnH)X,,)r 
( 
(Pn H) @j+i Xmj Op’3K’(H) ojzi Xaj 
Oj*i xzj I( Ojti xxj > 
E(PnH)Y,, 
and hence once again applying Lemma 16, we have 
Now by Lemma 15 we know that 
(PnH)XM,e9e-(PnH)XelEL2 
PX,, E 9 0 i%,, E 9, 
where the bar denotes the image in Aut(Xaz). This follows since in each 
case, the groups are isomorphic modulo the o’-radical. -. 
By definition of 9 we are free to choose P d P,, and hence (P n H) < P,, 
which implies, by Condition 1, that (P n H) Xmi E 9. 
Collecting up the pieces 
(PnH)X,iE9a(PnH)X,,e9*(PnH)Y,,E9. 
Since this is true for all i, we can conclude that HER, and we are 
done. 1 
In the course of proving this lemma we showed that 
O@,=‘(H) = @ Y,; 
where YEI A X,,, a direct summand of Op’,n’(G). 
This observation forms the basis of the following corollary, which we will 
need later. 
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COROLLARY 19. Zf GE 533 and Had G, then there is a naturai 
embedding of Op’,x’(H/O,(H)) into OP’.“‘(G/O,(G)). 
Under this natural embedding, every direct summand of Op’,“‘(H/O,(H)) 
is contained in a direct summand of Op’~x’(G/O,(G)). 
Prooj We proceed by induction on the order of G and the index of H. 
Assume that G and H are from a counterexample with first lGl minimal, 
and second [G : H] minimal. 
If O,,(G) # 1, and we denote images of the quotient by this group with 
a bar, then, as noted in Lemma 15 we have a natural isomorphism between 
Op’~“(G/O,(G)) and Op’,K’(G/O,JG)). Th’ 1s natural isomorphism also maps 
OP’,“‘(H/O,(H)) to Op’,R’(Z7/OR(ZZ)). Since IGI < jG/, by the inductive 
hypothesis the direct summands of 0 p’.*‘( R/0,( ff)) are contained in direct 
summands of 17. Linking our natural maps together we conclude that 
this also holds for G and H, which contradicts our assumptions. Thus 
O,.(G) = 1. 
Form the group K= PO “‘,“‘(G j described in Lemma 16, and assume that 
K-C G. Now, as noted in that lemma, Op’sn’(G) = Op’.K’(ZC) and Op’srr’(H) = 
OP’,I[‘(Hn K), and also KE 23. Applying our inductive hypothesis to 
the groups H n K dg K, we conclude that the direct summands of 
Op’,K’(H) = Op’,n’( H n K) are subnormally embedded in direct summands 
of Op’.“‘(K) = Op’,a’(G). This contradicts our assumption, and so G =K 
whence OP’(G) = G and O”‘(G) = OP(G) = 6.“. 
Now, unless H d,,, G, then we can find a subnormal subgroup K 
properly contained between H and G. By our inductive hypothesis the 
direct summands of OP’,“‘(H/O,(H)) will be contained in direct summands 
of Op’,“‘(K/O,(K)), which are in turn contained in direct summands of 
Op’.rr’(G/O.(G)) forming a contradiction. Hence we have Ha,,, G. 
But now G and H obey the exact conditions found in the last proposi- 
tion, in the course of which we showed that 
op’,K’(H) = @ Y,,, 
where Y,i:X,i, a direct summand of OP’,lr’(G). This provides us with our 
final contradiction. 
Hence we cannot find such a minimal counterexample, and the corollary 
is proved. 1 
2.4. Normal Product Closure 
We shall now commence the much longer proof of normal product 
closure of 23. Our first objective is to set up a framework of standard nota- 
tion which will apply throughout the remainder of this section. We will 
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make full use of Corollary 17 in order to simplify the case under considera- 
tion. 
Let G=H,Hz, where H,IIG, H,E~?, O,.(G)=l, O@(G)=G, and 
O”‘(G) = OP(G) = G-l-. 
Let P=P,P,, where P~syl,(G), P,=PnH,, P,=PnHz. 
Now 0,. (HJ = 0,. (G) n Hi = 1. Thus O”‘,“‘(H,/O,(H,)) E OP’,=‘(HJ. 
Let Bi = OP’*R’(Hj). Then Op( G) = B, B,, a normal product. 
Applying the definition of 9 to each Hi, let 
Bj= $ X,, 
j=l 
where we know that Pi acts on X, as a subgroup of P,. As noted in the 
conditions, the groups 0,(X,) play a special role. We will call these groups 
Ti,. 
In order to prove normal product closure 9, we must therefore show 
that OP(G) = B, B, z @ Xal, and that P acts appropriately on it. 
We will make repeated use of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 20. Let x E G fail to normalize XUz X. By condition 3, 
@ zi= 1 X, is Krull-Schmidt unique. 
Hence [X,, x] < X, @ (Xi/), g X@ X. Using this identljkation we have 
(a) [X,i,x]S {(a,bjEx@xl abEXl} 
(b) [X,, x] projects onto X,, and also onto X;. 
(c) OX’( [X,, x]) = [X,, x]. 
Proof: (a) We first note that O”‘([X,, xl), under the obvious 
embedding to X0 X, is generated by .elements of the form (a, a - ‘) where 
a E X. Hence it contains 
(a,a-')(b,b-')((ab)-',ab)= (1, a-‘b-lab) 
and thus 10 X’, X’O 1, and X’OX’, are all subgroups. Modulo X’@ X 
we have the diagonal group ((c?, Z’)}. Hence [X,, x] is precisely the 
pullback of this group to X@ X. This is the set 
{(a,b)eX@Xl abEXl} 
as claimed. 
(b) The second listed result is a direct consequence of the first. 
(c) To show the third result let S= {(a, b) E X@ X 1 ab E X’} z 
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[X,, x]. We will show that [S:S] has all prime divisors in n. The result 
will then follow. 
similarly s’ >, 1 @ x-““, and thus s’a X”-@X-‘.. Hence [S:S] divides 
[X: x-““I’, and this last number has only prime divisors from 71, since 
OX’(X) = x. 1 
We now choose, in our fixed notation, groups Xii and X,, and consider 
how these two groups act on one another. We distinguish three cases. 
1. Xii and X2,. normalize each other. 
2. Xii normalizes X,, but X2,. does not normalize XII (also the 
symmetrical case with the roles of Xii and X,, reversed). 
3. Neither X,i nor X,, normalizes the other. 
We shall show in the two propositions direcdy following, that with our 
conditions the latter two cases are impossible. Hence all the groups X0, 
normalize each other. 
PROPOSITION 2 1. The third case above is not possible under our condi- 
tions. That is it is not possible for neither Xii nor X,,. to normalize the other. 
Proof From Lemma 20, we see that [Xlj, Xii] contains both Xii and 
Xii, and projects, in B, onto Xii, and in B, onto X,,.. Thus 
X;j= [Ix2j, x2j] = [xIi, Xzj, X2j] Z [Xi,, X?i]. 
Now [Xi,, XZj] lies in B,. Furthermore XZj cannot normalize Xii either, 
since some element must map it into a different component of B,. Forming 
commutators with this element we have enough elements of [Xi;, XZj] to 
ensure that the projection of [X;,, X2/] to XIj in B, covers X’Ij. 
Hence 1 Xg 1 2 1 Xii (, and since the reverse inequality holds by symmetry, 
in fact IX&l = IX;,\. 
Now let 
C = ( Xlk 1 X,, z Xii, Xlk and X,,. both do not normalize each other ). 
Now P,B, permutes the elements of C. Furthermore 
X,,-< B, = OP’,n’(PzBz) < 02(P2 B2) 
and hence the permutation action of X, on C must lie in the alternating 
group. 
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Consider the orbit of some X,,E C under the action of X,,.. We know 
that this orbit has size larger than one, by definition of C. 
Assume that the orbit has size greater than two. Let Xlk, Xi,, and XT,, 
be three distinct elements of this orbit. Then 
CXlk, x*j9 x*j1 2 (C x, r, s] 1 XEXlk} = (x-rxx-3xrs 1XEX,,}. 
Now, as x, x ~ ‘, and x-’ all lie in different components, no matter which 
component x” is, we have that one of the projection maps to X,,, Xl,, or 
XS,, is onto. 
Thus ]XZjl = ][Xlk, XZj, Xlj]l > IX,,\ = IXrjl. Hence IXli( = IX;,l, which 
contradicts the solvability of Xri. 
Therefore all orbits in C must have size exactly two. Thus, as X,,. acts as 
a group of alternating permutations, there is more than one disjoint orbit. 
Let Xri and X,, be from different orbits. Then 
x2j=X;jnT;j= [Xl,, X2j, Xzj] n [Xlk, X*j, X&T] = 1. 
But this is impossible, Condition 3 prevents it among other reasons. 
We have exhausted all possibilities and have found only contradictions. 
Therefore the third case is impossible as claimed. 1 
PROPOSITION 22. The second case above is not possible under our condi- 
tions. That is, it cannot happen that Xii normalizes XZj, but Xlj does not 
normalize XLi. 
ProoJ: Assume that Xu normalizes X,,., but X,,. does not normalize Xii. 
Let 
J = ((Xl,)’ ) t E X2,] 
Let 
and 
From Lemma 20 and the fact that Tlk = 0,(X,,) < X;” < Xi,, we obtain 
hence Td_a 0,(X,,) = T,,.. Now X,, normalizes T, hence TSJ TZj. We can 
now apply Condition 4 to conclude that the direct sum forming T must be 
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trivial. But this implies that X, normalizes X,; in contradiction to our 
assumption. 
We thus have shown that case two is impossible as claimed. 1 
From the last two propositions we conclude that all of the X, normalize 
each other. 
Our next immediate objective is to show that all of the X, are also 
normalized by P = P, P,. This is the content of the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 23. Xii is normalized by P2. Hence by symmetry all of the 
X, are normalized by P = PI P2. 
Prooj Assume that P, does not normalize Xn. Let J = ((X,,)’ / t E P, >. 
Consider the group [X,,, P,BJ < OP’(H2), as P2B, G OP’(H2) _a 6. 
Applying Lemma 20 we conclude that O”‘( [X,,, P,B,]) contains Xii, and 
projects onto X,i via the projection map in B,. We also note that 
On’( [Xl,, P,B,]) -a On’(OP’(H2)) = Bz, since P2B, < OP’(H1) a G. Let Y,,. 
be the projection to X,, in B,, of O”‘([X,,, P,B,]). 
Assume that YZj # 1. Now YIj II! XZj as it is the component of a normal 
subgroup of B,. Also OX’( Ylj) = YZ1, since residuals are well behaved with 
respect to epimorphism. This implies that YZj & TZj. Hence Condition 5 
implies that T,,,< Y,,.. We may in fact conclude the stronger result that 
Tzi d Y,,.‘, since otherwise we could not have O*‘( Yzi) = Yzi. 
But now 
thus 
O,(O”‘(CX,i, PAI)) = 0 Ta = 0 Tx. 
XlkEJ Y2lf 1 
Condition 3 implies that these direct sums are Krull-Schmidt unique, 
and hence TIi = T,,, for some choice of j. But P, normalizes TZj, hence it 
normalizes TIi. Now, if t E P,, then 1 # T,,< X,,n (X,,)‘, which can only 
occur if t normalizes Xu in contradiction to our assumption. 1 
We now know that all of the groups X, are normal in G. Hence OP(G) 
is the normal product of these groups. This product of course need not be 
direct. We now decompose the product in such a way that we will be able 
to show that it is direct, and that all of the pieces are isomorphic to groups 
from our set S. 
Consider 
OP(G)=B,BZ=nX,=nAII, 
i, i N 
where each A,, is one of the following: 
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l an Xii for which Xlin A’,,.= 1 for all X2,.. 
l an X2,. for which X2, n Xii = 1 for all Xii. 
l a normal product Xii X,, with Xii n X,,. # 1. 
PROPOSITION 24. All the groups A, as defined above centralize one 
another, hence the product above is a central product. 
Proof. Let A, # A2 be two such groups. Then if A, is an Xii which 
intersects all X,,. trivially, then A, = Xu clearly centralizes all X2,., and 
clearly also centralizes all Xlk, where k # i. Now A, is either one of these 
Xlk, an X,,., or a non-direct normal product X,kX2j. In all cases we 
conclude that A, is centralized by A,. 
Applying this argument symmetrically, we can prove the result for all 
cases except the case when both A, and A, are groups of the third type. 
Suppose then that A, = XIiX,j with Xlin Xzj# 1. Suppose also that 
AZ = X1,X,,, with Xlnl n X2, # 1. Assume that A, and A, do not centralize 
each other. Since all the X, normalize one another, we conclude that one 
of the groups making up Al does not centralize one of the groups making 
up AI. Up to symmetry there are only two distinct ways that this can 
happen, represented by the case that Xii doesn’t centralize Xlm, and the 
case that Xii doesn’t centralize X2,. 
In the case that Xii doesn’t centralize Xlm, then we conclude that 
Xii = Xi, and i= m. Now Condition 6 tells us that TZj= T,i= T,, = T,,, 
hence we must have Xzj = X2, and j= n also. But this gives A, = A2 in 
contradiction to our assumption. 
In the case that Xii does not centralize X2, we can apply Condition 6 
immediately to conclude that TZj = Tli = TZn = T1,, and we again obtain a 
contradiction by an identical argument. 
We conclude that our assumption that A, does not centralize AZ was in 
error, which proves the result. 1 
We now note that Condition 3 shows that the groups A, of the first and 
second type have trivial center. We will show that all A, of the third type 
have trivial center also. This central product will then be direct. 
PROPOSITION 25. If A, = X,,XZj with Xii n X,,. # 1, then Z(X,iXzj) = 1. 
ProoJ: Let A, = X1,X,, with Xii n X,,. # 1. From Condition 6 we know 
that TIi = Tzi. Let 2 = C,“( rii). Now Z n TIi = Z n TZj = 1 by Condition 3. 
Hence Z is a normal rc-subgroup of A,. Hence Z is a subnormal rc-sub- 
group of G. But we have assumed that O,.(G) = 1. Hence Z= 1 and the 
center of A, is trivial as claimed. m 
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We have shown that 
Op(G) = @ A,. 
n 
We now must confirm that each A, is isomorphic to one of the groups 
Xxi from S, and that P acts on it in a manner which is conjugate to that 
of a subgroup of Pxi. 
The next proposition verifies this for groups A, of the first type. Note 
that the result for groups of the second type then follows immediately by 
symmetry. 
PROPOSITION 26. If A,, = Xii where Xii n X2, = 1 for all Xlj, then P acts 
on A,, as conjugate to a subgroup of PIi. 
ProoJ It is enough to show that elements of P, act appropriately 
on Xi;. 
Consider [X,,,P2]. As Xii is normal in G, this is contained in Xii. 
As P, Q OP’(H2), this is also contained in OP’(H, j. Now we note that 
A,, = Xii centralizes Op’qH’(HZ), a group with trivial center. Hence 
X,,n OP’,“(HJ = 1. Thus Xlin OP’(HZ) is a k-group, and is thus 
contained in Tii. Hence [Xi,, P2] < T,i, and the result follows immediately 
from Condition 2. 1 
It remains only to show that, if A, = X,,XZj where Xii n X, # 1, then A,, 
is isomorphic to one of the groups X,, from S, and P acts on it in a manner 
which is conjugate to that of a subgroup of P,,. 
This follows from Condition 7, as is verified in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 27. Let A,, = X,,Xzj with Xlj n X,, # 1. Then A, z X, for 
some X, in the set S, and P acts on A, as conjugate to a subgroup of P,. 
ProoJ: By Condition 6, Tkj= Tzj. Call this group T. 
Our first objective is to show that the product (P, Xli)(P2Xzjj is normal. 
As [IPIXE, P,XzjI G [PI, Pzl [J’,, xljl [Xl,, Pz] [Xl,, Xzj], it is enough 
to show that [Xi,, P2] < P, Xii n P2 X,,, since then [X,,-, P,] < P, Xii n 
P2Xzj will follow by symmetry, and the other two commutators are well 
behaved. 
We note that X1,X,,-n B, = X,,., since modulo X,,, this is a normal 
x-subgroup of @ kifi XZk, hence is trivial. 
Hence 
Or’( [X,,, P2]) < O”‘(Xli n OP’(HZ)) < Xlin OP’,n’(H2) <X,. 
But XijX,,./X,, is a rc-group, and hence [Xi,, PJ <Xzi. Thus we have 
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shown that [X,,, P2] d Xlin X,, so that the product (P,X,,)(P,X,j) is 
indeed normal. 
We now map this normal product into Aut(T), and apply Condition 7. 
Since we showed that C,,,X,( T) = 1 in the proof of Proposition 25, this 
map is an isomorphism on X,,Xlj. Also C,(T) 4 G and C,(T) n 
X,iX,j = 1. Hence C,(T) = CG(XliXzZ). 
Now Condition 7 implies that XliX1j~X, and that the image of P in 
Aut(T) acts on this group as a subgroup of P,. But the kernel of the map 
into Aut( 7’) is C,(T) = C,(X,iX1j). Hence P also acts on X, as a subgroup 
of P,. 1 
We have thus verified that 9 is closed under normal product, and hence 
is a Fitting class. 
We shall now proceed to use the construction techniques which we have 
just developed to construct a concrete example. This example represents a 
Fitting class 9 for which transfer normal Fitting pairs are not sufficient o 
determine g*. Not only is this example interesting in its own right, it also 
serves as a demonstration of how to build generating groups which obey 
the conditions of our construction. Without such a demonstration there 
would always remain doubt that generating groups could be constructed to 
satisfy these conditions in a non-trivial way. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
3.1. Defining the Generators 
In order to build our generating groups, we will first build a rather com- 
plicated group in layers using semidirect products. The generators will be 
various subgroups of this group. 
Let C= Z3 0 Z3, and form the semidirect product Q,C of the quater- 
nion group with C formed using the action of Q, on C inherited from 
GL(2, 3). We may use for example the explicit action given by the 
following identifications 
i=(-i A), i=(: -:>. 
Then 1 Q8 C( = 72, the Sylow 2-subgroups have pairwise trivial intersections 
and there are nine of them, and Q,C is Frobenius with kernel C. 
Let Q, C act on a vector space over Z, so that it acts on a basis via the 
permutation action of Q8C on its Sylow 2-subgroups. We thus have a 
9-dimensional vector space over Z,, with basis {er , e,, . . . . e9> which is 
permuted by the action of Q8C. 
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We will show now that this decomposes into a trivial Z,[& C]-module, 
and an absolutely irreducible module of dimension 8 which we shall call I’. 
The trivial module is generated by the element Es= i ei, while the dimen- 
sion 8 module is generated by all elements of the form e, - ei where i# j, 
and consists of all elements CT= I aiei with Es= I ai= 0. To show that the 
dimension 8 module is absolutely irreducible we will argue using a 
character table for &G. 
Note that Q8 C contains 7 x 9 = 63 2-elements (excluding the identity), 
and 8 3-elements (excluding the identity). This accounts for all of Q,C, so 
every element of QsC is either in C, or is conjugate to an element of our 
fixed Sylow 2-subgroup Q,. The conjugacy classes of QsC in C are thus 
orbits of the action of Qs. Hence we have the following conjugacy classes: 
w-4 w 
Also the normalizer in QsC of Qp is QB, hence the conjugacy classes of 
Q,C intersected with Q, are exactly the conjugacy classes of Q, itself. 
Hence there are six conjugacy classes in Q,C altogether. The characters of 
Q, give rise to characters of Q,C with C in the kernel, so there is only 
one irreducible character to be found. This is easily done using the 
orthogonality relations. The resulting characters are shown in Table I. 
Let k be an algebraic closure of Z,, so that k is algebraically closed with 
characteristic 7. Then we can extend V to a k[Q8C]-module I’@,, k. The 
Brauer character of V@z, k, is the class function x6 in the character table 
above. But now (15.13) of Isaacs’ book [ 111 tells us that the irreducible 
Brauer characters are exactly the irreducible ordinary characters. Hence 
V@z7 k, is an irreducible k[ Q, Cl-module. It follows that V is an 
absolutely irreducible Z, [Qs Cl-module as claimed. 
TABLE I 
Conjugacy classes 
Class 1 z,oz, -1 +i I’ -1 kk 
Order 1 8 9 18 18 18 
Index 12 9 8 4 4 4 
XI 1 I 1 1 1 1 
x2 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
x3 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
x4 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
x5 2 2 -2 0 0 0 
X6 8 -1 0 0 0 0 
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Let E be extraspecial of order 7l’ and exponent 7. We can use the action 
of Q8 C on V to construct an action of Q8 C on E. 
Consider the bilinear form on our original nine dimensional space which 
has the permuted basis {e,, e,, . . . . e,}, as an orthonormal basis. That is 
define 
( 5 aiei, i bjej) = i akbkc Z,. 
i=l j=l k=l 
This form is clearly Q8C-invariant, that is (ug, ug) = (u, v) for all choices 
of u, v, and gEQgC. 
Consider the restriction of this bilinear form to V. Suppose that, for 
some v E V, we have (u, v) = 0 for all ZI E V, then let u = z a,e,. Then 
( i aiei, t?j-ek) =aj-a,=() 
i= 1 
hence v = a 0X ei. But u E V implies that the components of v add to zero. 
Hence 9 . a (mod 7) = 0 which implies that a = 0 and thus u = 0. Hence this 
bilinear form on V is nondegenerate and we may use it to form the 
Z,[ Q8 Cl-module isomorphism v + (v, -) between V and its dual space F 
Consider the module V@ V@ Z,, where Z, is the trivial Q, C-module. 
We will define a binary operation on the Q8C-module V@ V@ Z, as 
follows. 
If (ui, vr, k,), and (uz, v2, k,) are two elements of V@ V@ Z,, we define 
their product to be 
It is a somewhat long but very routine calculation to verify that this 
binary operation makes V@ V@ Z, into the group E and that the 
Q,C-module action on this group is that of a group of automorphisms. 
Note that Q8C acts on E in such a way that E/Z(E) 2 V@ V as 
Z,[Q, Cl-modules. 
We now form the semidirect product of Q,C with E. Let W be a non- 
linear irreducible module for E over the field with 29 elements. Such a 
module is formed by taking a non-trivial irreducible representation A of 
Z(E), extending it to 10 V@ Z7 a maximal abelian subgroup of E, and 
then inducing to E. 
In Huppert’s book [lo, satz 16.141 it is shown that this construction 
over an algebraically closed field of characteristic prime to the order of the 
group, gives a faithful non-linear irreducible Z,,[E]-module. But, by 
Corollary (9.15) in Isaac’s book [ll], we know that Z,, is a splitting field 
for E, so that this result holds over Z,, also. 
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We now show that W can be extended to a Z,,[Q,CE]-module, by 
explicitly building the extension. 
Let A = 10 V@ 2, a E. Note that A is a maximal abelian subgroup of 
E. Now A 9 QsCA, and we can extend d to a representation A of Q8 CA 
as follows. If x E n and (g, (0, u, k)) is an arbitrary element of QsCA = 
Q8 C. (10 VO Z,), then define 
x . (qc, (0, u, k)) = x . k. 
We must of course check that, if a=(q,c,, (0, ul,k,)) and b= 
(42c2, (07 u2, k2)) are two elements of Q8C. (10 V@Z,, and XE ~1, then 
x.(ab)=-x. C(qlc,, (0, ~1, k,))(q,c,, (0, ~2, h))l 
=x.(q,c,q,c,, (0,t’yc2+u2,ki+kd) 
= x.(k,+kz)=x.k,+s.k, 
=x-(qlcl, (0, ul, k,))+x.(q,c,, (0, vZr kz))=x.a+x.b 
so that this is a module as claimed. 
Now, by Mackey’s theorem (see [l, Lemma ‘7, Section S] j we have 
where s ranges over a set of double coset representatives for the groups E 
and QsCA in Q8CE. But there is only one double coset of these groups, 
hence we may choose s = 1 giving 
But this last is exactly the module W, so that nQacE is the sought after 
extension. 
We now use the main result of [4] which is reproduced below. 
Knowledge of this theorem is crucial for proper use of the construction. 
This theorem will play a role in any example save the most trivial 
constructed using this technique. 
THEOREM 28 (Kovacs, Bryant). If p is a prime, G is a p’-group, and V 
is a faithful Z,[G]-module, then there exists a p-group P, so that the action 
of Aut(P) on P/d(P) is precisely that of G on V. 
Note that QsCE is a monolithic group, with monolith Z(E), and that 
Z(E) acts non-trivially on W. Hence the extension of W to QeCE, which 
henceforth we shall also call W, is faithful. Applying the theorem above, we 
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call the resulting 29-group F. Hence we know that Q, CE acts on Fin such 
a way that F/@(F) z Was a &[Q8CE]-module, and the group QsCE acts 
on F/&F) precisely as Am(F) does. Building the semidirect product yet 
again we now have constructed the group QsCEF. 
We now note that there exists a faithful module U for the group Q8CEF 
over the field Z,, for some prime q, so that U 1 F contains no repeated 
irreducible components, and no trivial components. This will follow as a 
corollary of the following lemma from Clifford theory: 
LEMMA 29. Let N g G with GIN solveable, and with ( [G: N], 1 NI ) = 1. 
Let U be an irreducible representation of N. Then there exists an 
irreducible representation V of G so that VI, has exactly one direct 
summand isomorphic to the representation U. 
ProoJ: Let T be the inertial group of U, and apply Theorem 6.11 of 
Isaacs’ book on character theory [ 111. 
This theorem tells us that if 
A= { WcIrr(T) ( UI WIN) 
B= { WeIrr(G) 1 U[ WIN} 
then the map W + WC is a bijection between A and B. Furthermore W is 
the unique irreducible constituent of WC ) T which lies in A, and the number 
of summands of WI, isomorphic to U, is the same as the number of 
summands of WI, isomorphic to U. 
Now by Theorems 6.25 and 6.26 of [ll], we know that U extends to T, 
since the degree of U and the order of the determinant character obtained 
from U are both prime to the index [T:N]. Call this extension X, so that 
XI ,,, = U, and hence X E A. Now choose Y = Xc which is an element of B, 
and in particular is irreducible. We now note that U appears exactly once 
as a direct summand of YIN = Xc IN since it appears once as a summand 
ofXl,=U. 1 
The existence of a Q, CEF-module with the desired properties will follow 
from this. 
COROLLARY 30. There exists a faithful Q8CEF-module U over the field 
Z, for some prime q, so that U IF contains no repeated irreducible 
components, and no trivial components. 
Prooj Choose the prime q so that Z, is a splitting field for the group 
Q, CEF. For example choose the prime q so that lQ8CEF( ) (q - 1). This is 
always possible by Dirichlet’s theorem (see [7, Corollary 9-2-8, p. 1681). 
Now, since q is relatively prime to the order of our group, we can apply 
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the Brauer correspondance (see [ll, Theorem 15.13]), to conclude that the 
Z,[Q8CEF]-modules are in one to one correspondance with those over 
the complex numbers, and the above lemma, which is a result from 
ordinary character theory, applies also over q. 
For each irreducible non-trivial Z,[F]-module V, select using the 
lemma, an irreducible Z,[Q,CEF]-module V, so that P(, has exactly one 
irreducible component isomorphic to V. Then Clifford theory tells us that 
all of the irreducible components of PI F are distinct, and furthermore these 
are ail the conjugates of the Z,[F]-module I/ under elements of Q8CE. 
Choose a set of conjugacy class representatives Vi for the set of ali 
non-trivial irreducible Z,[I;]-modules under the action of Q8CE, and 
define 
Then the irreducible components of UI F are all distinct, and furthermore 
every non-trivial irreducible Z&F]-module appears as a component. Thus 
U( F is a faithful Z,[F]-module, and so U is a faithful Zq[ Q, CEF]-module 
as there are no non-trivial normal subgroups of Q,CEF which have trivial 
intersection with F. 
Thus U obeys all the desired properties. 1 
We now form the semidirect product QsCEFU. From this group we will 
form the various generators of our Fitting class 9. 
We choose p = 2, 7~ = (3,7), Q= (29, q}. The generators are as follows: 
l Let X, = CEFU, and thus T, =OJXI)= FU. Let P, =an entire 
sylow 2-subgroup of Aut(X,). 
l Let A’, = [Z(Qs), EFU], and thus T2 = Oc(X2) = FU. Let P2 = the 
subgroup of a sylow 2-subgroup of Aut(X,) consisting of all auto- 
morphisms which act on Xz/T2 as conjugate to an element of z(Qsj. 
We now claim that the set 
s= {CL PII, (X2, P2)) 
obeys all the conditions listed in Section 2, and hence we may use this set 
of generators to form a Fitting class 9. 
3.2. Verifving the Conditions 
First we note that the two groups X, and X, are indeed non-isomorphic, 
and the groups P, and P2 are strongly closed subgroups of Sylow 
p-subgroups of Aut(X,) and Aut(X2) respectively. 
Our job then is to verify that the conditions given in section 2 hold on S. 
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Condition 2 holds trivially for S, since we have specifically included all 
Zautomorphisms of each Xi which centralize X,/T,. 
Condition 3 holds since the centralizer of FU in CEFU is trivial. 
Condition 4 holds since the orders of TI and Tz are the same, and thus 
it is impossible for T; to contain a non-trivial direct sum oi Tmi. 
We next verify Condition 5. 
PROPOSITION 31. Condition 5 holds for the set S described in the previous 
section. 
That is, if WA Xi then either W< T, or W> Ti. 
Proof: Let Wd X,, and assume that W & T,. Now CE is a Hall 
of-subgroup of X1 and thus Wn CE# 1. Since CE is monolithic with 
monolith Z(E), we conclude that Z(E) < W. But now T, = [Z(E), T,] d 
[W, T,]d W. 
Similarly, let WAX,, and assume that W< T2. Now [Z(Q,), E] is a 
Hall a’-subgroup of Xz, and thus [Z(Qs), E] n W# 1. Since [Z(Qs), E] is 
monolithic with monolith Z(E), we conclude that Z(E)< W. But now 
T~=CZ(E),T~16CW,T~ldW. I 
Next we verify Condition 6. 
PROPOSITION 32. Condition 6 holds for the set S. 
That is, if Xixi is a normal product. then either it is direct, or Ti = Tj. 
ProoJ: Let XiXj be a normal product where i and j are elements of the 
set { 1,2}. Assume that Ti# Tj. We will show that X,n Xj= 1, thus 
proving the proposition, 
Now Ti 4 Xj since otherwise we would have Ti < O,(Xj) = Tj, and as 
( Ti ( = 1 q ( this gives Ti = Tj. Hence Ti $ Xi n Xi, and by applying Condi- 
tion 5 with W= Xi n Xj, which we can do as a result of Proposition 31, we 
conclude that Xi n Xj < Ti. Note that we may use the same argument with 
the roles of i and j exchanged. Hence in fact we have Xi n Xj < Tin Tj. 
Let S be a Hall a’-subgroup of Xix,, and let Si = Sn Xi, and 
Sj= Sn Xi. Note that Si is a Hall o’-subgroup of Xi, and Xi= SiTi is a 
semidirect product. Similarly Sj is a Hall a’-subgroup of Xi, and Xi= SiTj 
is a semidirect product. We also know that S= S,S, is a normal product. 
As X,n Xj < Tin Tj is a sigma group, it follows that Sin S,= 1 and hence 
s= Si@Sj. 
Now Ti = Fi Ui g FU, where we have introduced the notation FiUi to 
remind us that this is the identification from Ti and not that from T,. 
Under this identification S, acts on Fi/q4(Fi) as a set of homomorphisms 
centralizing the action of Si. Furthermore. as a Z,,[S1,]-module, F,/&F,) 
must have at least one trivial component, since Ti < Xi. But F was chosen 
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using the Bryant and Kovacs construction, hence the action of Si on 
Fig F;U,/U, is that of a subgroup of QsCE. Only central elements of 
Q8CE, namely those in Z(E), will have actions which commute with the 
action of Sj. Also the non-trivial elements of Z(E) act as non-trivial scalars 
on F/&F), hence in particular do not centralize any irreducible 
components. We conclude that S, centralizes F z Fj Ui/Ui. 
Now 
[Sj, Xi] = [Sj, S,FiUi] ~ [S,, S,][S,, F;Ui] ~ Ui, 
Thus the actions of Sj and Xi on Ui commute. Now U was chosen so that 
all irreducible components of UIF were distinct. Hence all irreducible com- 
ponents of U as an X,-module are distinct, and therefore invariant under 
the action of Sj. Schur’s lemma now reveals that the elements of Si must 
act as scalars on each irreducible component of 171,~~. Hence the actions all 
commute and we conclude that 1 # Sj centralizes Ui. As we have already 
shown that S, centralizes Fj we conclude that S; centralizes Tj. But this tells 
us that C,,( Tj) sl T, since it contains some non-trivial element of Sj. By 
Proposition 31 with W=Cq(T,)aTi, we have Tj<C,,(Tij. 
Thus 
and the result is proved. 1 
PROPOSITION 33. Condition 1 holds for the set S. 
That is, for all i, if P 6 Pi then PX, E 9, tvhere P-X, denotes the semidirect 
product. 
Proof. In the case when i= 1, we first use the fact that F was 
constructed using the Bryant and Kovacs theorem (our Theorem 28) to 
conclude that, if S is a Hall x-subgroup of X, which is normalized by P, 
then the action of PS on F is that of a subgroup of Qx CE, and the action 
of P is thus that of a subgroup of Q, (strictly speaking a conjugate of Q, 
in Q, CE, but we may rechoose our natural map into Aut(F) in this case 
to obtain an image in Q,). Hence either P acts trivially on F, or it contains 
an element that acts on F as does the element - 1 E Q,. 
If P acts to centralize F, then P must also centralize S, and thus 
[P, X,] < T,. So Op’(PXl) B TI, and OK’(Op’(PX1)) = 1. Membership in 
29 is now automatic (note that 1 is the trivial direct sum of groups X,.J. 
If P contains an element which acts on F as does the element 
- 1 E Q8, then [P, S] = S, and so [P, X,] =X1. Thus Op’(PX, j = PX, and 
Ox’(Op’(PXI)) = X,. Membership in 9 now follows directly from the 
definition. 
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The argument in the case when i= 2 is very similar. We firstly use 
Theorem 28 again to observe that the action of P on F is that of a 
subgroup of Z(Q,). 
When this action is trivial we note that Or’(Op’(PXz)) = 1, and hence 
PX, is trivially in 9. 
When this action is not trivial we note that Ox’(Op’(PX,)) =X,, and 
once again the result follows directly from the definition. 1 
It remains only to verify Condition 7, our most complicated condition. 
PROPOSITION 34. Condition 7 holds for the set S. 
That is, if (QiXi)(Qjxj) is a normal product embedded in Aut( T) 
satis-ing the conditions 
1. TrInn(T)= Ti= Tj. 
2. Qi is p-group which acts on Xi as a subgroup of Aut(X,) which is 
conjugate to a subgroup of Pi. 
3. Qj is p-group which acts on Xj as a subgroup of Aut(Xj) which is 
conjugate to a subgroup of Pi. 
4. QiQj is a normal product, hence a p-group. 
5. Xi = Ox’(Op’(QiXi)) 
6. Xj = On’(Op’(QjXj)) 
then XiXj z X, for some k, and Q = QjQj acts on X, as a subgroup of 
Aut(X,) which is conjugate to a subgroup qf P,. 
ProojI Assume that groups QiXi, and QjXi are given which satisfy all 
of the properties ennumerated above. 
Choose a Hall n-subgroup S = SiSj which is normalized by Q = Q.iQ,. 
Map QS into a Hall c7’-subgroup of Aut(FU/U). Since F was chosen via 
the Bryant and Kovacs construction, we may identify a Hall or-subgroup 
of Aut(F) with the group Q, CE. Denote images under this map with a bar, 
and denote the kernel of this map by K. Note that Si and Sj are mapped 
injectively, since Xi and Xj are the groups X, or X,, and in these groups 
the Hall a’-subgroups act faithfully on FUjU as identified in TI or Tz. -- -- 
Now (QiSi)(QjSj) is a normal product embedded in Q8CE. Furthermore -- -- 
QiS, and QjSj must be among the following subgroups of Q8CE. 
l QsCE 
l NCE, where N emax Q, 
l Z(QdCE 
l Z(Qd . CZ(Qdv El. 
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The only normal products that can be formed from the above list arise 
when either both groups are the last possibility, or both groups are among 
the first three possibilities. In all cases we may conclude that Si= Sj, hence 
ISi I = ISj I, since our map acts injectively on both Si and S,. 
Now Si< S,K, and using properties 5 and 6 given in the statement of the 
proposition we see that Si= [Qi, Si] and S,= [Qj, S,]. Also QiXin K< 
Q,T, as Sin K= 1. Hence 
Si d [Qi, FjK] d [Qil XjK] 6 [QiT K] Xj G [QiXi, Kl Xj 
< (QiXin K)X,< Q,T,X,< QiXj. 
But Si is a n-group. Hence 
Si < Ox’(Q,Xj) = X,. 
Thus S=SiSj<Xjso that Si<S=SsXj=S,. But ISil=ISjl. so that we 
may conclude that Si= S,, and Xi= SiTi= SjTj= Xi. Let X, = Xi= 
Xj= XiXj. Then we need only check that Q acts on X, as conjugate to a 
subgroup of P, = Pi= Pi. But Q = QjQj, and the action of Qi on Xi= Xk 
is conjugate to a subgroup of Pi = P,. Similarly the action of Qj on X, = X, 
is conjugate to a subgroup of Pi= P,. Choose any conjugate for the action 
of Q which lies in the same Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(Xi) as P,. Then by 
the strong closure of Pk = Pi= Pj in this Sylow subgroup, the images of 
both Qi and Qj must lie in Pk. Hence the image of Q = QiQj lies in P, also, 
and the result is proved. 1 
We have now verified all the conditions given in Section 2, and it follows 
that the set S can indeed be used to generate a Fitting class in this way. 
3.3. Some Lemmas 
Before we can prove that 9.+ is not determined from the transfer normal 
Fitting pairs defined in [2], we must first prove a number of lemmas 
concerning the structure of our specific example 9. These lemmas are 
concerned with the situation that arises when Had G E 9’. In particular 
note that in this case we have a natural embedding of Op’~“‘(H/O,(N)) in 
Op’.“(G/O,(G)). Since H and G are both in 9, we know that 
and 
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We are interested in the exact nature of the natural embedding of one of 
these groups in the other. 
We already have a general result of this type which applies to all classes 
constructed using the method of Section 2 (see Corollary 19). The 
following results apply to our specific example only: 
LEMMA 35. With the notation qf our example, if 
where the groups X and X,; are isomorphic to X, or X2. 
Then X is contained in one of the direct summands. 
ProoJ: Fix the notation T= O,(X). So TE Tl z T2. 
Let the projection of X into XUi be denoted Yzi. Assume that for some i, 
Y,; # 1. 
Then O=‘( YJ = Y,,. Now the kernel of the projection map is normal in 
X, hence by Condition 5 it either contains T, or is contained in T. It cannot 
contain T, since then O”‘( Y,J = 1 # Yzi. Hence it is contained in T. But this 
means that a Hall z-subgroup of X maps injectively. In particular, the 
Sylow 7-subgroup of YEi is non-abelian. Since the Sylow 7-subgroup of XEi 
is an extraspecial 7-group of exponent 7, we conclude that YEi contains the 
center of this extraspecial 7-group. If we denote this center Z(E), then 
[Z(E), T,,] = TEL, by reference to the structure of X,( which is isomorphic 
to either Xi or X,. Now we use the fact that Y,; 9~ Xzi to conclude that 
By examining group orders we see that T,, = T. If X projected non-trivially 
to two different components Xal and XE,, then we would have Tai= T= T,,, 
which is a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 36. If H 99 G E 9, then there is a natural embedding qf 
in 
O”’ (0’. (i&J). 
Under this natural embedding we have the following: 
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(a) Every direct summand of 
O” (op, (z&J) 
is also a direct summand of 
(b) If Xai is a direct summand of 
then either it is a direct summand qf 
or [x, X,,] xX,, for all p-elements of H. 
ProojI (a) By Corollary 19 we know that the summands of 
Op’SK’(H/O,(H)) are embedded subnormally in the summands of 
OP’%“‘(G/O,(G)) under the natural embedding. Let XP, be a direct 
summand of Op’,n’( H/0,( Hj). 
Then under the natural embeddings we have 
Now if Xs,z X,;, then we have equality and are done. Assume 
therefore that XBir X2 and X,; g X1. Now X2 E Xp, is a summand of 
Op’,K’(H/O,(H)). Hence there exists a p-element .‘c of H with [x, Xp,] = XB,. 
This p-element, by definition of 9, also normalizes X,< and acts on it as an 
element of P, = Q8C,,(X,/T,). Clearly 
[x, X,,] 2 [x, Xp,] = Xbj > TB, = T,;. 
Hence x must act on X,,/T,z as a non-trivial element of Q8. But it follows 
that [x, X,,] = X,[. 
But XE H aa G, so that 
H 
xui= [X,;, x; co] <------ 
O,(H)’ 
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We conclude that with the appropriate natural embeddings we have 
Lemma 35 now tells us that in fact XUidg X,, for some k. But as we 
already know that Xpi ~-a XEi, we clearly have j = k and Xmi = XPj, and the 
first part of the lemma is proved. 
(b) Suppose that [Ix, X,,] = XE1 for some p-element of H. Then under 
the natural embedding we have 
By Lemma 35 we know that Xmiaq Xp, for some j, under the natural 
embedding. 
But from the first part of this lemma we know that XP, is in fact a direct 
summand of Op’ya’( G/0,( G)). Sine e all our direct sums are Krull-Schmidt 
unique, we conclude that this can only happen if X,, = Xp,. Hence X,! is a 
direct summand of OP’a”‘(H/O,(H)) as claimed. m 
3.4. Tram-j& Pairs Are Not Enough 
We now will address the question of whether or not the transfer normal 
Fitting pairs defined in [2] are strong enough to determine 9,. We will 
show that they are not. We will achieve this by defining a pFitting pair on 
9 and showing that it acts non-trivially on a specific group. If we can then 
show that every transfer Fitting pair acts trivially on the group, then we 
will have shown that 9* is strictly smaller than the class which transfer 
normal Fitting pairs in [2] would give. 
We now define our specific pFitting pair on $9. Our pFitting pair will 
map into a quotient of P2. The kernel of this quotient, which we shall call 
K2, will’ be the centralizer in P2 of X,/T,. Hence P,/K, z Z( Q8) z Z,. 
If GEM, and P6 G is a p-subgroup, then by definition of $9 we have 
GEY~,Y~,Y~, Oz’(Op’(G/O,(G)))r @;*=, Xmi, and P<N,(X,,), with the 
action of P on each Xx1 conjugate in Aut(X,,) to a subgroup of Pni. 
Now each X,; is either isomorphic to X, or X,. Let x E P. If XMi E X1 we 
define xmi to be an element of P2 determined by the action of x on Xmi. If 
X,, z Xi then we will define x,, = 1. We now can define 
ffc,pl(x) = fi xac (mod f&j. 
i= I 
PROPOSITION 37. The collection of functions fCG,p, defined above 
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constitutes a pFitting pair on 9. Furthermore this pFitting pair acts non- 
trivially on the group Z(Qs) < Z(Q,) X2 E $3 (hence the corresponding Fitting 
pair acts uon-trivially on Z( Q,) X2). 
Proof If x E P, then x,~ is uniquely determined in P, modulo the focal 
subgroup of P, in Aut(X,). But the focal subgroup of P2 in Aut(X,) lies in 
K2, hence our map is well defined on P, and it is clearly a homomorphism 
011 P. 
We now show that the collection of these maps is a pFitting pair on 9. 
By definition our map is clearly invariant under isomorphism. Thus it 
remains to show only that if H dd G E 9, and P, < P, are p-subgroups of 
H and G respectively, then fiG,p,J 1 PH =fcH,P,,j. 
Let O”‘(O@(H)) 2 @y= 1 Xp,. Let O”‘(OP’(G)) = @;= f X,(. 
Now by Lemma 36, we can choose the ordering of the X,, so that the 
first m of them correspond with the Xp,. 
Let XE P,. Now 
i=l 
= ii XP, fi xxi (mod K2) 
.j= 1 i=m+l 
=. W,P,&) f ri xxi (mod &). 
i=m+ 1 
But if i >, nz + 1 then, by the second part of Lemma 36, we know that 
Lx, X,,] # Xmi. If XEi z X, then x,; = 1 by definition. If Xzi z X,, then by 
definition x,. is a natural image of x in P2 arising from the action of x on 
Xai, hence [x,;, X,] <X,. 
As PzzZ(Qp) Cpz(X2/T2), letx,~=~c with FEZ and CEC~JXJT~). 
If q= - 1 E Z(Q8), then [x,~, X,] = [ - 1, X,] =X, (mod Tz). But by 
Condition 5, since [xxi, X,] a X, and contains a Hall o’-subgroup, this 
must be all of X,. But we know that [x,!, X,] <X,, so 4 cannot be -1. 
Thus 4 = 1. But now xxi E CP2(X2/T2) = K2, so x,; = 1 (mod Kz). 
Hencek&-) =hp,) (x) which shows that we have indeed defined a 
pFitting pair. We now apply this pFitting pair to the group Z(Qs)X2 E 9. 
It is clear that the kernel off is the group X,. In particularf~,(ps,x?.z(a,,i 
is not trivial as claimed. 1 
Our next task is to show that the transfer normal Fitting pairs from [2] 
act trivially on the group Z( Q,)Xz. These Fitting pairs are defined in great 
generality, although a less general form is used in the proof of Berger’s 
theorem. We will show that even the most general pairs act trivially on 
Z(Q,)X,. These Fitting pairs were described in terms of pFitting pairs in 
481;152:1-5 
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[9], and it is that definition which we shall use here. We now reproduce 
it below. 
Let W 2 3 be a Fitting class. Let U E X be a fixed group and let p be a 
fixed prime. Let P,, be a p-subgroup of Aut( U) which is strongly closed in 
some Sylow p-subgroup P* of Aut( U). Note that in what follows, a bar will 
denote some natural image in P*. 
DEFINITION 38. Suppose that Ur U, dg GE W. Let Q be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of NJ U,). If 0 6 P, then we shall say that U,, is an admissible 
subgroup of G. 
P,= (%EP~ 1 U~U,~~GE%! is not admissible in G, XENJU,,)) 
(if no such group G exists then set P, = 1) 
P,, = (x E P, 1 [x, U] < U) 
P,, = (xy-’ 1 X, y E PO, x and JJ are conjugate in Aut( U)). 
Let K= P,P,,,P,,. Our pFitting pair will map into PO/K. 
Let GE 5E. Let P be any p-subgroup of G. Form the set A, of all subnor- 
mal subgroups Uir U of G which are admissible in G. 
Choose isomorphisms di: Ui + U so that if Cl+.) = ( Ui)-‘, and x E P, then 
#iTxfdi is conjugation by an element y of P. In other words if Ui and Uj are 
conjugate via an element of P then 4,:‘di is precisely conjugation by some 
element of P. We require also that, if x E NP( U,), then 4; ‘.?di~ P,,, our 
chosen p-subgroup of Aut( U). 
The reader should verify that this is always possible. 
Let x E P and let j? denote conjugation by x in G. Then we can form the 
homomorphism di(x)24,‘i: U -+ U, and 
Now by our choice of & it follows that 4,:1~i(Xi acts on 9 on UiCxj for 
some ye P. Thus ~icX,-Q5:’ = difi#;’ with yx~ NP( UJ. Since Uj is 
admissible in G, it follows that ~j(X,2~~:’ E P,. 
We define a function on P as follows: 
This completes the definition of the transfer normal pFitting pairs. 
PROPOSITION 39. Every transfer normal Fitting pair acts trivialy on the 
group Z(QS)X2, that is; iff is the transfer pFitting pair definedfor prime p, 
class 9, and group K then f~z~Q8~xz,z~Qs~~ = 1. 
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ProoJ Since Z( Q,)X? is comonolithic, clearly if p # 2 then the result 
holds. We may thus assume that p = 2. Furthermore it is enough to show 
that, if e denotes the element of order two in Q8, thenf~z,ps)4,z(gs))(e) = 1. 
Let P* E Syl,(Aut( U)) and let PO be a strongly closed (in AI&(U)) sub- 
group of P*. Consider our group Z(Q8)X,. Then if U does not appear as 
an admissible subnormal subgroup of X,, it is clear that fcziPa)x2,z(Qs,) is 
trivial. 
Form the collection of all admissible Uj ~a X, isomorphic to U. Embed 
the group Z(Q,)X, in the group Q,X1 ~3’ in the obvious manner. 
Choose isomorphisms q5i so that for all elements x E Qx, we have 
(i$(.Jqq l E p*. 
Now, by definition 
Now if Ne,( Ui) = 1 then the cycle of C containing Ui contributes trivially 
to the cycle form of the definition off~z,ps)xz,z(gs~~(e). H nce we may dis- 
regard all Ui where Ne,( Ui) = 1. Note that e normalizes all remaining Uj, 
and thus n(i) = 1. 
If Uj is admissible in Z( Q, )X2, but not in Q,X, , then by definition of 
P, we have $&,:l E P, E K, hence we may disregard all Ui which are not 
admissible in Q,Xl. By definition of admissibility we conclude that the 
natural image of Ngs( Ui) in P* using q4i s in P,. 
Suppose that N,,(U,)=Q,. Then q4iQ8$l:1c P,,, and hence q5&[:‘~ 
Pb 6 Pfo, 6 K. We may thus assume that all Ui are not normalized by Q,. 
Now, all remaining Ui have conjugates under Qs, in fact there are either 
two or four distinct conjugates. Furthermore we may group the Ui in pairs 
where the groups in each pair are conjugate Qs. We may thus write 
pairs 
Let y E Qs\Nps( U,), with Uf = U,. Then q4ie$~2~’ E Aut(U). Call this 
automorphism M. 
(q$&~l)” = q$jj;$--$q’ = qyqq’, 
where we used the fact that e E Z(Q8) and y E Q8. Now using the fact that 
e has order two, and the definition of the focal subgroup, we have 
q5i@&?~jjcq5,y’ = (q4&; ‘)--I (q5&; l)z E Pfo, < K. 
Since fwm)&zm) (ej is a product of pairs of this type modulo K, we 
conclude thatf~z~Q8~X2.z~Q8~~ (e) = 1 as claimed. 1 
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Combining the last two propositions we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 40. The transfer normal Fitting pairs defined in [Z] are not 
sufficient to determine ~3~. 
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